WHIRLWIND CYCLONE™ CASES
Built exactly as you might expect

When we build anything from a concert splitter, to a full blown power distro, it breaks our hearts to load it into a sub par flight case. Well that was precisely our motivation in creating the Cyclone™ case series from Whirlwind. We picked the finest Colson® casters, flush mounted MOL™ latches and built it around our Marine grade HDPE panels resulting in a road worthy, incredibly sturdy road case that won't soak up water, and rot like traditional cases that are made with plywood. When its got the Whirlwind mark on it, you know it was built to last, and you can rest assured it will perform for you time and time again. That's our promise and that's our brand. Visit us on-line and find out more!

Cyclone Cases™ are built with flush mounted MOL™ latches to keep from scratching all of your other cases during load in, or transit.

Well thought out, over built, double sprung, recessed handles are what you’ll find on Cyclone Cases™!

Cyclone Cases™ are built with the finest Colson® casters to assure a smooth, and steady transition from venue, to venue.

Extruded tubular aluminum side support rails provide unparalleled strength

Marine grade HDPE panels won't soak up water, resists black mold, and won't rot like traditional cases made with plywood.

We can design your next case around your needs. Call us and get started!
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